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In late 2006, Frito-Lay’s Doritos launched an

online branding contest, inviting visitors to a

Yahoo!-hosted site to create and upload a 30-sec-

ond video celebrating the snack chip. The win-

ning team members, all under the age of 22, not

only had the pleasure of receiving a $10,000 prize;

they also got to see their piece air on national TV

during Super Bowl XLI in Miami.

Created with a budget of $12 and free tools

provided by Yahoo!, the team’s effort wasn’t

exactly the typical Madison Avenue spot. But

the cheeky boy-meets-girl-with-chips result was

impressive, nonetheless. And it was undoubted-

ly a high-five moment for the vast community

of amateur videographers, who spend count-

less hours uploading and viewing content

on sites such as YouTube, MySpace,

Sharkle and blip.tv.

Yet there’s more to web video

than a pastime for bored teenagers

and office workers: It’s a fast-

growing phenomenon with

opportunities not only for tech-

nology, media and entertainment

companies, but also for marketers

looking to extend their brand

message. Eighty percent more

online publishers are supporting

video advertising formats this year

compared with 2006, according to

online ad network Advertising.com.

No longer the latest experiment

in interactive advertising, online

video is morphing into a sophisticated

marketing strategy that can expand in

limitless ways, depending on a mar-

keter’s budget.

“Video is now the center of campaigns,” said

David Shearer, creative director and partner at

OgilvyOne Worldwide, in a speech at a recent

industry conference in San Francisco. Analysts

predict spending for internet video advertising

will continue its meteoric rise this year in the U.S.,

growing nearly 89% to $775 million, from $410

million in 2006 (and $225 million in 2005),

according to eMarketer.

Fueling the trend
Technological advancement is a major force

behind the trend: Affordable high-speed wired

and wireless connections are now more the rule

than the exception in urban areas. As broadband

has gone mainstream, so has the adoption of web

video by mass audiences, since better access

means a greater investment in quality video con-

tent and programming by web publishers and

media sites. Video streams served increased near-

ly 39% in 2006 to 24.92 billion across all enter-

tainment and media sites, not including user-gen-

erated video, according to Accustream iMedia

Research. It predicts video streams will grow 26%

to more than 29 billion served in 2007.

Along with the power of bandwidth came the

heady success of web 2.0 technologies such as

social networking, which has become the de facto

viral distribution mechanism for online content.

“The rise of social media is making compelling

content more accessible and searchable,” says

James Kim, VP-strategy at Organic, an interactive

agency in San Francisco.

Another contributing advancement is the

technology that allows marketers to embed

video directly onto a page rather than in a pop-

up box, says Bill Rice, president of the Web

Marketing Association, an organization that

helps promote standards in web development.

With the widely used Flash design tool and play-

er from Adobe Software, he says, “Now you can

embed video anywhere on a web site.” This

results in a more seamless and less dis-

ruptive experience for viewers.

Online Video
Web video is all the
rage. Marketers are hop-
ing to make money from
it—if they can figure out
what viewers really want

BY POLLY SCHNEIDER TRAYLOR

Organic’s James Kim: “Create the
ability to invite play”
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The takeaway here: Internet-based program-

ming and entertainment are finally becoming a

force to be considered. There will be 157 million

U.S. internet video users in 2010, up from 107.7

million in 2006, according to eMarketer. One-

third of frequent YouTube users are spending less

time in front of the TV to watch videos online,

according to a recent poll by Harris Interactive

(with 42 million unique users in February,

Google-owned YouTube is the top site for online

video, according to eMarketer).

While marketers often assume that online

video experiments are best for younger or tech-

savvy audiences, that opinion is changing. In a

2006 study of the online video audience,

eMarketer found that more than 52% of viewers

were age 35 or older—and nearly 40% were 45 or

older. AARP launched a campaign in Texas and

Washington that included online video ads at a

microsite developed by Carlson Marketing

Worldwide. As a result, more than half of the

viewers said they had a positive image of AARP

while half of nonmembers said they would like to

join the organization, says Doug Rozen, VP-inter-

active marketing for Minneapolis-based Carlson.

Online video is the “thing of 2007,” Mr. Rozen

says. “You need to plan appropriately and treat

video content as universal—something you can

use for TV, web or mobile.”

Video, of course, is nothing new to the adver-

tising world. But web-based video ads create new

possibilities: more targeted marketing with the

rich storytelling impact previously found only on

TV; the notion of “exclusivity,” since an online

video ad is not competing with several other spots

during a five-minute commercial break; interac-

tivity features, which allow users to have more

control of the experience; portability—one can

easily share video clips; and more detailed metrics

on target audience behavior related to the ad.

Finally, online video is also a promising emerg-

ing viral marketing strategy as advertisers take

advantage of social networking sites to promote

brands and products.

Despite dire warnings, online video poses little

threat to TV. Instead, major marketers such as

Jeep, American Express and IBM are using web

video to complement broad campaigns in other

media, or to target specific customer groups with

brand and product messaging.

Engage, interact, inform, measure
First, a little perspective: So far, there’s a lot of

hype about online video marketing, but not a lot

of action. Video still gets a fraction of advertising

budgets. In 2006, it represented 2.6% of total

online ad spending and, despite growth projec-

tions, online video advertising will reach only

4.2% of that market in 2007, according to

eMarketer.

Still, top internet and media companies are

banking on its potential as a revenue generator.

On March 22, NBC Universal and News Corp.

announced plans to compete with Google/

YouTube with the summer 2007 launch of a free

online video site featuring “thousands of hours”

of full-length movies and television shows—fresh

prime-time, ad-supported content that AOL,

MSN, MySpace and Yahoo! have agreed to distrib-

ute. And on April 13, Google purchased

DoubleClick for $3.1 billion to bolster its interac-

tive ad capabilities.

The excitement around online video comes

down to two words: captive audience. If your ad is

adjacent to or within the video stream itself, the

viewer has no need to click around your display ad

to get to the desired information. “With video,

users are more focused and have a greater engage-

ment in the experience,” says Rebecca Paoletti, New

York-based director of video strategy at Yahoo!.

Online video is also a way to extend your

offline campaign with added value, says Organic’s

Mr. Kim: “Create the ability to invite play.” Trends

include interactive technology that delivers

detailed information on a product by clicking or

rolling over images, or a video game format.

“The net is a good place for the concept of

‘tell me more,’ ” says eMarketer senior analyst

David Hallerman. This is especially helpful if

the marketer’s story is complex enough—a

financial services product, for example—to war-

rant longer or layered content more suitable for

the web. Creating a complementary web video

for a TV campaign also means that the marketer

is technically doubling its window of exposure:

Prime-time TV viewing runs 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

(ET) weekdays, while prime viewing of online

video occurs from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., according to

a January 2007 report on streaming video from

comScore Video Metrix.

Because of its flexibility, online video is equally

effective as a brand-building tool or a sales and

promotional tool, according to Mr. Kim, who says

that his agency’s online video advertising business

has grown “by leaps and bounds” over the last two

years. What’s more, he says, customer behavior is

tightly linked with the type of video the viewer

watches. Individuals who watch content that is

Online video’s
emerging formulas

It seems there are as many approaches to
online video advertising as there are
industry sectors. Increasingly, video ban-
ners and pre-roll ads are falling out of
favor for more interactive formats.
Choices for ad placement are also grow-
ing: a major video portal, your own site, a
hosted microsite or a social media site, to
name a few. What’s true with other forms
of advertising is equally true for online
video, says Bill Rice, president of the Web
Marketing Association: “At the end of
the day, it comes down to the creative.”

Here’s a taste:
*PURE ENTERTAINMENT: American
Express ran a series of online webisodes
on a microsite featuring comedian Jerry
Seinfeld and an animated Superman
character. The soft-sell approach, which
had minimal brand presentation, resulted
in a 25% increase in card sign-ups during
the campaign, says Dave Sylvestre, group
creative director at Organic, which pro-
duced the campaign.

*VIDEO GAME: In March, Jeep launched
an online webisode on AOL.com promot-
ing the new Jeep Patriot. The “Way
Beyond the Trail” adventure, created by
Organic, featured 44 scenes, each a few

Web Marketing Association’s Bill Rice: “It comes
down to the creative”
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minutes long. To get through the
adventure, users had to make choices
that determined the scene they watched
next. Product features were woven into
the storyline (think product placement),
according to a Jeep spokesman, who says
the format was chosen to attract the
audience of mostly “younger males.”

*B-TO-B: Cisco and IBM are among those
experimenting in the business-to-business
arena. Cisco, working with OgilvyOne
Worldwide, created a video campaign
geared toward small-business customers.
Visitors to the website could ask ques-
tions of business experts in real time via
streaming video. IBM, another OgilvyOne
Worldwide client, created an integrated
media campaign that included Wall
Street Journal print ads and a menu of TV
series-inspired video case studies featur-
ing customers such as the New York
Police Department. 

*INTEGRATED VIDEO: With high-end
video and special effects, the Vodafone
Journey site shows how marketers can
use video as the main communications
tool throughout a promotional site—
provided they have the Hollywood
budget to match.

*SPONSORSHIP: In the world of video
blogging, the quirky world affairs and
pop-culture commentator ZeFrank has a
loyal following—his work appeared on
video-sharing site Blip.tv, and now he
has his own site. Scotch-maker Dewar’s
paid for the archiving of ZeFrank’s blogs
in exchange for a sponsorship message
banner below the video and brief end-
roll ads.

*VIRAL MARKETING: Harper Perennial, a
paperback unit of HarperCollins publish-
ing, produced three videos for YouTube
to promote its new book, “The Average
American Male.” During a two-week
period in March, the videos received
more than 1 million views, according to
The Wall Street Journal.

*AMATEUR CONTENT: Marketers may
increasingly take advantage of not only
advertising against user-generated con-
tent, but also hiring these nonprofession-
al creators as talent, Forrester Research
analyst Mr. Haven predicts. 

—Polly Schneider Traylor

more product-oriented, such as the demo of a

new car, will typically engage in online shopping

behavior after viewing the spot, he says.

The fact that marketers are even getting this

kind of detailed audience information points to

the other obvious boon of the medium: It can be

tracked and measured much more closely than a

TV spot. “In the online space you can tell how

many users saw it, and since people interact with

the video, unlike TV, there’s more information on

response,” says Laurie Blum, interactive media

director with Carlson Marketing, and the former

chief of online advertising at Best Buy.“In TV you

do the ad based on predetermined metrics from

places like Nielsen. In online we know for sure if

someone viewed it, if they replayed it and if they

sent it to a friend.”

Take advantage of the “cool” factor
Metrics are important, but don’t lose sight of the

fact that online video is still the hot new trend

where anything goes. Audiences seem to better

tolerate and even demand unconventional and

less conservative approaches, which gives agencies

more creative freedom.“You don’t have the edito-

rial review online as in offline,” Mr. Rozen says,

citing the automotive and alcoholic beverage sec-

tors as examples of industries under close scruti-

ny in traditional media.“You can be more risqué.”

Bootlegger.com, a website marketing denim

jeans, this spring featured on its home page a

large-format streaming video of six attractive

male and female models lined up in a row, clad

only in their skivvies. The models shift restlessly

from leg to leg, while the user selects the gender

and then the body type closest to his or her own.

From there, a graphic overlay with button choic-

es lets the user select from different style charac-

teristics, eventually taking the shopper to a pro-

motional page with the suggested items and

prices. The point of interest that the video cre-

ates, in a case like this, is that it begins with the

image of “half-naked” people, said Dorian Sweet,

San Francisco-based executive creative director

with Tribal DDB, at a recent industry conference.

Tribal DDB created the campaign.

Even though it’s still early to draw broad

conclusions about the impact of online video

advertising, a recent study shows that compared

with other interactive methods, video is

stronger in click-through rates, or CTRs.

DoubleClick analyzed more than 300 online

video ad campaigns (representing 2.7 billion

impressions) over a four-month period in 2006.

CTRs for the videos ranged from 0.4 percent to

0.74 percent, versus 0.1 percent to 0.2 percent

for plain GIF or JPG ads.

Blips on the screen
As with any emerging advertising methodology,

there are still many kinks to work out with online

video. One issue is inventory, or lack of it. Part of

the problem involves balancing advertising needs

with those of the viewers. To avoid user backlash,

sites such as Yahoo! employ a 1:3 ratio for inven-

tory: Only one pre-roll ad unit can be sold against

every three video clips, Ms. Paoletti says.

On the technology side, there are a host of

challenges, including hefty post-production costs

related to formatting video for the web (and

mobile devices), which can make online video

campaigns unprofitable for agencies. Better meas-

urement tools, smarter video search engines to

improve filtering and targeting, and new ad tech-

nology to help with contextual video placement

are all needed, Forrester Research analyst Brian

Haven says.

In addition, with so many rich media vendors,

video standards are also an issue. Says Mr. Rozen,

“Everything changes from site to site.”

Perhaps the biggest challenge for marketers

and their agencies is to determine what users want

and will tolerate from web video. Video ads must

entertain as well as provide an effective and

informative message. What many experts agree

upon is that online video is not repurposing a TV

spot for the web—even though that is, in fact,

what many marketers are still doing. “You can’t

bludgeon people like on TV,” Mr. Haven says.

Yes, online video is sexy and fun. Yes, online

video can create high impact. Yes, online video

gives users more control and options, and provides

advertisers more feedback. But, as Organic’s Mr.

Kim warns: “Don’t do video for video’s sake.” •
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Perhaps the biggest challenge for marketers and their
agencies is to determine what users want and will tol-
erate from web video. Video ads must entertain as
well as provide an effective and informative message.
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BY HOWARD BALDWIN

“The internet is like high-school sex. Everyone

thinks everyone else is doing it. Everyone wishes

they were doing it. Only a few are actually doing it.

And the few that are doing it, aren’t doing it well.”

— Katie Muldoon, 1997 

It’s 10 years later, and the latest iteration of the

internet frenzy swirls around online video market-

ing.Apply the observation by Katie Muldoon, pres-

ident of direct marketing agency Muldoon & Baer,

to that segment, and it still holds true. I dust off this

favorite quote of mine for a specific reason: to con-

vey the assurance that while you may feel late

to the party, you’re not. There is still

much time to learn the basics of

online video marketing.

In this primer, we’ll cover the

same fundamentals that you’d con-

sider in almost every other channel:

the formats, metrics, costs and where

to place your ads. Read on to get your

passing grade in video marketing 101.

Formats: The evolution
from pre-roll

Pre-roll: It’s not surprising that

pre-roll—the 10- to 30-second ad

that appears before a video clip

begins—was popular when

online video advertising

began. It’s essen-

tially the counterpart to a traditional TV spot.

But now pre-roll is falling out of favor because of

its intrusive nature. “Pre-roll may be the accept-

ed standard for media buyers, but we’re seeing a

backlash against it, particularly for a site like

ours,” says Josh Abramson, president of

Connected Ventures, a division of InterActive

Corp., and the founder of CollegeHumor.com.

“If we put pre-roll in front of our ads, people will

go to another site.”

Indeed, research seems to support that

premise: 73 percent of frequent YouTube users

say they would visit the site less if it started

including short video ads before every clip,

according to January 2007 research by Harris

Interactive.

Major portals are responding accordingly.

“We are rolling out new formats that are more

interactive,” says Rebecca Paoletti, Yahoo!’s

director of video strategy.

There may be occasions, however, when pre-

roll might still make sense, such as with exclu-

sive content: “If you’re offering sports highlights

that aren’t available anywhere else, you may be

able to get away with pre-roll,” Mr. Abramson

says. As Len Ostroff, CEO of rich media vendor

Rovion, reminds: “People will always bitch

about advertising, but rational people under-

stand the need for its existence.”

Instream: Basically a sibling of pre-roll,

instream is simply integrated into the video

itself, the way spots break up television. “It’s half

internet advertising and half TV advertising,”

says Ari Paparo, VP-rich media at Manhattan-

based DoubleClick, which provides metrics and

tracking mechanisms for the web. Bottom line:

It’s still an interruption that may cause the user

to click away.

In-banner ads: As banner ads have prolifer-

ated from the top of the screen into skyscrapers

and other formats, it has become more common

to insert video into them. Some of these are

charmingly imaginative: One ad for a software

vendor shows a man walking up to the window

Marketing
Here’s everything you
need to know about
online video advertising
to get up to broadband
speed

DoubleClick’s Ari Paparo: “It’s half internet
advertising...half TV advertising”
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and peering through it, as if looking at the user.

To offer interactivity and more flexibility, rich

media vendors are deploying new technology to

expand the size of the ad.

These new technologies go by many

names—expandables, rollovers, mouse-overs—

but they follow the same principle: Users initiate

play by rolling their mouse over a piece of the

ad. It will expand and reveal a video start

menu—an element that, if intuitive, has icons

representing play, pause and close.

Contextual: A variety of companies are tweak-

ing the aforementioned concept with a different

tack: placing ads adjacent to videos, thus hoping to

entice users to click on them. VideoEgg, for

instance, places expandable start menus along the

borders of a video. Forrester analyst Brian Haven

predicts that advertisers will one day be able to cre-

ate text-based ads that run adjacent to or across

the bottom of a video. This offering depends on

advanced audio search technology that can match

content in the video to the ad content.

Connected Ventures offers what it calls its

“lightbox” technology, which consists of a frame

that encircles the video, with clickable advertising

content.

Webisodes and branded video: An up-and-

coming popular format is the brand-created

video clip, which can run a few minutes in

length, often with interactive elements, video

game features and/or distinct storylines (the lat-

ter are often called webisodes). Major advertisers

such as Jeep and American Express are calling on

Hollywood to better tell their stories and enter-

tain customers—while getting across subtle

marketing messages.

Advertising venues: Match
placement to strategy
Since different sites have different demograph-

ics, formats and pricing, it makes sense to deter-

mine the media-buying strategy early on—since

that can determine many creative and format-

ting decisions for your content. Placement

options include a hosted microsite, your own

corporate web site, an online publisher’s site or

a social media site.

The lion’s share of video-streaming activity at

Google Sites, the Internet’s top streaming video

property, occurred via YouTube, which accounted

for 992 million video streams initiated, according

to January 2007 research by  comScore. Despite all

the hype over social networking, those sites are

barely on the radar screens of marketers that value

“professionally created content,” according to

eMarketer senior analyst David Hallerman. Yet

certain marketers are taking the risk, putting up

videos on YouTube or submitting them to blog-

gers, says Bill Rice, president of the Web

Marketing Association.

Keep in mind that buying a space on a com-

mercial news site or major portal comes at a price,

typically a CPM of $25. According to Doug Rozen,

VP-interactive marketing at Carlson Marketing

Worldwide, a home-page spot on sites such as

AOL or Yahoo! can cost $1 million for a single-day

takeover (Ms. Paoletti would not discuss pricing

information, and AOL did not respond to inter-

view requests).

Yet, Mr. Rozen says, for major product

announcements, the strategy can pay off: “Last

year with Nestlé we attracted 33 million people at

MSN in one day. That is a lot of volume.”

Depending on your budget or your level of

comfort with online video, an initial experiment

on your own website might be a better way to

get started. “You need to do it smartly,” Mr.

Rozen says. “Incorporate it into the experience

of the site, and provide emotional context.”

Metrics: The manna of
measurement
What can you measure? Almost anything, appar-

ently. Mr. Paparo says that DoubleClick tracks

100 separate events for rich media, analyzing

behaviors such as whether the viewer watched the

ad and for how long, and what percentage of peo-

ple replayed it, expanded it, clicked through for

more information or even went to the e-com-

merce site to make a purchase.

But metrics can go even deeper than that.

Through the use of cookies, you can track if some-

one searched for your URL at any point after seeing

the ad. Of course, this doesn’t work if users clear

out their cookie files on a regular basis.

Costs: Stand by for more
radical change
The cost of creating online video is shaking up the

advertising industry as well. “That’s the beauty of

the web,” says Brad Inman, CEO of TurnHere, an

Emeryville, Calif.-based production company.

“Production is no longer a huge undertaking with

caterers and lighting crews.” Editing can be done

electronically and uploaded to a delivery net-

work’s media server easily; this also gives advertis-

ers the ability to experiment more freely.

Depending on the equipment used and the

complexity of what you’re recording, you can get

started for less than $1,000, says Mr. Inman, and

then post video on your own website. Even if

you’re recording high-definition content, you’ll

still only pay between $4,000 and $6,000, and the

price is coming down, says Jon Vanseader, video

production supervisor at Toronto-based Clutch

Marketing.

If you’re striving for a highly professional

look, of course, you can spend hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars on production, and placement

costs can run into six figures.

No matter your budget and strategy, don’t let

the promise of new whiz-bang technology dis-

tract you from the real issues at hand. Experts

insist that even with online video marketing, the

fundamentals still apply: What’s your brand?

How will you communicate it across different

channels? Those basics have nothing to do with

technology.

But if video can tell your story better, then by

all means get started—there are plenty of ways

to get your feet wet. •

Additional research for this story was done by

Polly Schneider Traylor.

No matter your budget and strategy, don’t let the
promise of new whiz-bang technology distract you
from the real issues at hand. Experts insist that even
with online video marketing, the fundamentals still
apply: What’s your brand? How will you communi-
cate it across different channels? Those basics have
nothing to do with technology.

guide to online video
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Contact us to collaborate on your own solutions for success…
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Los Angeles * Miami

888-485-4154
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Putting it all together:
Borders  By Fawn Fitter

In mid-2006, Rich Fahle, director of con-
tent for bookstore chain Borders, real-
ized that it was time to take online video
to the next level. Thanks to higher band-
width and better design and presentation
tools, customers could click on a link to
enjoy broadcast-quality video on the
Borders website or embedded in e-mail. 

So Mr. Fahle decided it was only logi-
cal to expand into original programming.
“Our objective is to establish Borders as a
source of credible entertainment that is
at least as compelling as anything cur-
rently available on television or the web,”
he says. 

Mr. Fahle, formerly with cable network
C-SPAN, approached his idea in TV terms:

Create the concept, shoot a pilot program
and then try to sell it to the decision-mak-
ers. The company’s e-commerce site was
in the middle of a rebuild—so Mr. Fahle
found an external hosting partner and
registered BordersMedia.com to give his
team a place to build, host and stream
video independent of the company’s IT
department. He then carved money out of
his existing marketing budget to create an
internal production studio.

The result was the first webisode of
“Borders Book Club,” which features a
group of real readers, not actors, talking
with the author of the selected book of
the month. That pilot, featuring best-
selling novelist Mitch Albom, went online
in fall 2006 and surpassed expectations,
drawing hundreds of thousands of views
via clickthroughs from the weekly
newsletter Borders Shortlist. Mr. Fahle says

the webisode measurably boosted sales
of Mr. Albom’s books, persuading man-
agement to approve a budget to devel-
op more online video programming.

By the end of 2006, Borders was hiring
page designers, camera operators, video
editors and producers. The company cur-
rently contracts with several external pro-
duction companies to convert the com-
pleted footage into Adobe Flash format,
but Mr. Fahle says that, too, will be moved
in-house soon so that Borders has com-
plete control over the content.

Mr. Fahle now has four shows in pro-
duction—and even bigger plans. “We
launched this thinking that this is how the
Food Network and ESPN began, by broad-
casting to a niche market,” he says. “The
web is wide open to those who do it well,
and the time to establish your brand in
the web programming space is now.”
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BY HOWARD BALDWIN

Online video marketing, like most cutting-edge

technologies, is changing so quickly that today’s

technical innovations become tomorrow’s stan-

dard practices. Even so, it’s important to know the

directions in which the industry is heading to get

an idea of what capabilities you’ll soon have.

Fortunately, a few significant problems that previ-

ously plagued video have been resolved.

For instance, advertisers know that if they

build their video advertising using Adobe’s Flash

player, as opposed to several other competing

solutions, it’s likely that users will be able to view

it; experts estimate that Flash runs on 95% of

desktop machines. At the same time, the prolifer-

ation of broadband also makes reliable access to

online video more widespread. It’s now in 55.6

million U.S. households, or 74% of all internet-

connected households—up from 26 million in

2003, according to research firm Magna Global.

Nonetheless, problems remain. Marketers and

publishers are improving formats and playback

capabilities, seeking better ways to find and man-

age video content as well as better methods to pro-

file viewers and measure results of their actions.

Formats and playback
The abiding rule of online video marketing is that

for the first time, users are more in control of

advertising than the advertisers. The flexibility of

the web allows users to flit where they please, with

marketers’ only solace coming from their ability

to track users’ actions better than ever. To that

end, companies are working on ways to improve

interactivity—in essence, to give users more

options rather than passively watch them leave.

For instance, PointRoll, which works with

marketers to produce and track online video,

recently developed technology that lets users

access content based on the product they’re seek-

ing, says Andy Ellenthal, PointRoll’s senior VP-

sales. For example, a Circuit City video can show

the features of several TV models, depending on

whether the prospect wants high-definition or

support for video games.

Vimation, which develops software for creating

interactive video, has developed technology that

allows viewers to click on various objects within a

video to learn more about them—and then return

to the point in the video where they clicked away.

Several companies, including Entertainment Media

Works and Vimation, are working on embedded

capabilities that allow viewers to mouse over con-

tent, such as a music video, to learn more about

the products the musicians are wearing or using.

Content management and search
One of the toughest facets of video is the question

of managing it properly so that you can find what

you want later. “You’d be surprised how many

words don’t show up,” says Rob Petty, CEO at Roo,

a Manhattan-based online video network. He rec-

ommends tagging not only the text and words in

the video, but also the contextual information—

such as how long it is, what the images encompass

or represent, and its creators. Before long, Mr. Petty

says, video metadata will include information as

varied as who’s licensing it, if it’s available for syn-

dication and the characteristics of the people in it.

All of this data is necessary for video search

capabilities. Currently, as Forrester Research ana-

lyst Brian Haven bluntly states, “Video search

sucks.” Even the newly announced video search

engines—such as a beta product from TV

Guide—will cover only a limited universe of tele-

vision shows and search criteria; you still can’t, for

instance, search for “car chase” or “sex scene.”

The challenge is that video data are both plen-

tiful and complex. The search engine that can ana-

lyze images still hasn’t been invented, nor is the

processing power of today’s computers adequate,

says Jesse Chenard, chief technology officer of

online video advertising provider Tremor Media.

Profiling and metrics
Here’s where the web surpasses any other channel

for providing information about customer behav-

ior. Using the cookies inherent in web browsers,

web managers can already track when users

return to a site. The day may come when they can

use visitor profiles or ISP identification to feed

potential customers targeted information.

Vimation CEO David Hemingway says that

marketers should be able to gauge consumer

engagement over time and, based on what videos

they’ve watched, adjust what content is available

to that customer.

What does this mean in terms of metrics?

When marketers combine profiling information

with today’s quantitative data—how long and how

much users watched, for instance—they can

analyze how certain ads perform with particular

demographic groups. And because marketers can

produce video ads less expensively than TV spots,

they can test several ads to see which ones work best

among the specific group they’re targeting. Even so,

analysts such as Mr. Haven say there is much room

for improvement in the area of video metrics.

What lies ahead
A common problem in nascent technology is that

initially companies develop their own proprietary

capabilities for solving a problem. For instance, if

a marketer is trying to get an aggregated view of

multiple advertising campaigns, it may be tough

going: A metrics company such as DoubleClick

will provide one set of data, while a content deliv-

ery network such as Akamai will provide another.

Often the parameters each company uses won’t be

consistent. “That makes it harder to do apples-to-

apples comparisons,” says Brian Wieser, director

of industry analysis at Magna Global.

Until the market clusters around one or two

de facto solutions—which in turn will drive fur-

ther innovation—companies’ options will remain

limited. Fortunately, the pace of innovation

means they won’t have to wait too long. •

The future holds a 
multitude of ways to
make online video more
compelling and easier 
to track

Technology
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When Intercontinental Hotels wanted to develop a

marketing campaign highlighting the local knowl-

edge and personal services of its concierges, it

decided that video was the best way to communi-

cate—given its ability to establish a more intimate,

one-to-one relationship with a prospect. But

because the video would relate to specific cities, the

global hotel chain wanted to post it on its websites,

not embark on a widespread TV campaign.

Working with TurnHere, an Emeryville, Calif.-

based production company, Intercontinental hired

local videographers to interview and film their

concierges around the country, and then edit the

footage into two-minute clips. No big production.

No account executives hovering. Just the

concierges talking about the cities they know best

and the services they offer. The upshot?

Intercontinental was so happy with the first six

that it ordered 44 more.

Embodied in Intercontinental’s project are

multiple best practices for online video market-

ing. It started small. It started inexpensively. It

kept the videos short and personal. It was willing

to experiment in three key areas: technique, distri-

bution and content.

It’s not too early to discuss best practices for an

area as nascent as online video marketing—espe-

cially since companies such as Intercontinental

already are seeing positive results from their efforts.

Technique do’s and don’ts
Do keep it simple. With Intercontinental, says

Brad Inman, CEO of TurnHere, “There was no

micromanaging from marketing. It allowed for

creativity, which matches what people want on

the web…real people, not actors or CEOs reading

from scripts.” Because the concierges were local

and intimately familiar with the hotel, they repre-

sented a trustworthy source of information. Best

of all, each video only cost a few thousand dollars.

Do make the video short and the controls
visible. Arguments rage about length of ads: No

one’s going to sit through a 30-second pre-roll ad

to watch a two-minute video, yet longer formats

are emerging nonetheless, as branded (i.e. stand-

alone) video. The Tremor Media ad network

recently went on record recommending that pre-

roll ads be no longer than 15 seconds.

Regarding visibility, keep in mind that users

aren’t psychic. Label the controls clearly. Make

sure it’s clear how they can start, stop, replay and

even close the video if they want.

Don’t translate video made for TV to the
web. “Online video display is smaller than televi-

sion, so what looks great large may not look great

small,” says Jon Vanseader, video production

supervisor at Toronto-based Clutch Marketing,

which offers video production services for mid-

size companies. That means sticking to close-ups,

avoiding long shots and creating chapters if you

have longer content, he advises.

Do give the user as much control as possi-
ble. A viewer should be able to click on icons for

more information or even play games, since inter-

activity is a core component of online video

advertising (and the web, for that matter).

Distribution do’s and don’ts
Do syndicate. “Once you’ve created video, it’s

important to extend its reach,” says Mr. Inman.

“It’s the most powerful and most engaging tool

since e-mail.” Coldwell Banker creates what

Charlie Young, its senior VP-marketing, calls

“content-neutral” videos that don’t overtly pro-

mote real estate services, but discuss what to look

for at an open house, or what to consider when

buying a second home. They’re available on

HGTV’s website, but they’re also repurposed on

social networking sites such as YouTube and

Yahoo! Video.

Do develop an integrated online and off-line
strategy for best results. “In today’s marketing,

everything is interactive and integrated,” says

Marjorie Kalter, a professor of direct and interac-

tive marketing at New York University. Consumers

expect a brand to be consistent no matter how

they encounter it. For example, use the same actors

in your TV spots as you do in your webisodes and

promote your online video campaign with a print

ad in a major newspaper or magazine.

Content do’s and don’ts
Do experiment. One of the problems with televi-

sion advertising is that when you invest $3 million

in production, not to mention the media buys, the

result has to be perfect out of the gate. Online

video has different rules because of its lower pro-

duction costs. “You can try things and if it doesn’t

work, take it down,” says Mr. Young, who adds

that web prospects are more tolerant of uncon-

ventional approaches.

When it comes to testing, Mr. Young uses an

informal system: He asks Coldwell Banker’s

120,000 sales associates to take a look and report

their reactions.

Don’t go for the hard sell. It only takes a click

of the mouse for someone to abandon your mes-

sage.“People are on your site because they want to

learn,” says Mr. Young. “There’s a fine line of how

hard you push things at them.”

Do consider offering user-generated con-
tent—once you’ve monitored it, of course. On

its Scoop site, Häagen-Dazs asks people to upload

suggestions for new ice cream flavors and even

videos on how they created those flavors.

Thousands of people have responded with

recipes, and visitors can vote for their favorites to

become a new flavor.

Do include a call to action. The value of

online video is that you can record reactions,

especially whether someone clicked through to a

website to get more information. Clearly label

what a viewer can do next: Request more infor-

mation, get a free sample or enter a contest.

These are the best practices as they stand

today. The most exciting thing about jumping on

a new trend is that sometimes you get to make

your own rules. You can, as Mr. Young says, exper-

iment and be forgiven. So be bold. •

Do’s&Don’ts
How to thrive 
using the web’s latest
sensation
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CBS Interactive properties attract highly 

engaged audiences on the web with award 

winning entertainment (CBS.com, The 

Showbuzz.com), news (CBSNews.com) and 

sports (CBS SportsLine.com) content. The 

CBS Interactive Audience Network is the 

most widely distributed professional content 

channel across the most visited web 

destinations: AOL, Microsoft, CNET,

Comcast, Joost, Bebo, Brightcove, Netvibes,

Sling Media and Veoh. Through unparalleled

reach via television, radio, outdoor and 

publishing CBS will build the interactive

interfaces of the future.

Destiny Media Technologies, Inc.

(www.dsny.com) (DSNY.OB) is a leader in 

developing easy-to-use tools for distributing 

media through the Internet. The company’s 

suite of streaming and downloadable 

products includes: Clipstreamtm, Destiny 

Media Playertm, Radio Destinytm, and MPEtm. 

Clipstream Video 3 www.clipstream.com is 

a playerless streaming software that is ideal 

for Videoads, website video content, and 

prepost rolls for rich media online 

advertising. Established in 1991, the company

is headquartered in Vancouver, Canada.

The visionary team of thinkers at DILEMMA

successfully develops and executes creative 

marketing strategies to answer the burning 

question,“How do we communicate directly 

with our audience in a saturated media 

environment?” DILEMMA bridges the 

critical gap between Hollywood and Madison

Avenue by hand picking the most talented 

strategists, writers, musicians and visual 

storytellers capable of forging emotional 

connections between brands and consumers 

across all media platforms. DILEMMA 

believes in the power of bold ideas.

Visit www.DilemmaLA.com.

The Eggnetwork is a rich media ad network 

that enables advertisers to distribute ad 

content to millions of viewers in the 

online social networking space. We have

partnerships with some of the leading 

online community sites, serving up tens 

of millions of videos daily, and we offer 

advertisers unique and targeted placement 

within these streams.  Find out more about 

the Eggnetwork and demo our innovative

and effective in-video ad units at 

www.theeggnetwork.com/niceworks.

EyeWonder is a leading provider of rich

media and online video advertising products 

and services. Since 1999, the company 

has been enabling the world’s top agencies 

and advertisers to easily connect the most 

compelling and effective campaigns to their 

most desirable audiences. EyeWonder’s ad 

products combine Flash video, the latest 

interactive features, and online tracking 

and reporting capabilities to dramatically 

enhance the impact and effectiveness of any 

ad campaign. For more information, please 

visit www.eyewonder.com.

Tremor Media (www.tremormedia.com) is a 

leading online video advertising network 

providing advertisers with both in-banner 

and in-stream video advertising opportunities

on over 400 top-tier publisher sites with 

more than 75 million unique visitors per 

month. Tremor also provides publishers 

with a full suite of products and services to

monetize streaming video and maximize 

ROI. Tremor’s full service solutions offer 

the necessary tools for advertisers and 

publishers to utilize online video advertising 

as a powerful interactive medium.

Videomment is a pioneer in the fi eld of

Hyperlinked Video focusing on bringing an 

interactive dimension to video online and off-

line. Videomment’s family of products adds

an interactive element as a layer to a video 

ad or video segment without impacting the

video content. Videomment Rich Video-Ad 

makes a two dimensional video experience

interactive, immersive, effective and 

engaging  using the Pull vs. Push model. See 

Rich Video-Ads live at www.videomment.com

Ad T/K

who to turn to

Want to see more of what Ad Age’s 
Custom Marketing Solutions has to offer?
Visit our Marketing Intelligence Center for white papers,
research, streaming video, podcasts and more at www.adage.com/mic.

Check out the 360° Media Guide, with profiles of the leading 
multi-platform media brands, at www.adage-360media.com.

Interested in developing your own custom marketing solution? 
Contact Suzanne Hermalyn at 508.497.8688 or shermalyn@adage.com.
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